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Food Lovers' Guides Indispensable handbooks to local gastronomic delights The ultimate
guides to the food scene in their respective states or regions, these books provide the inside
scoop on the best places to find, enjoy, and celebrate local culinary offerings. Engagingly written
by local authorities, they are a one-stop for residents and visitors alike to find producers and
purveyors of tasty local specialties, as well as a rich array of other, indispensable food-related
information including: • Food festivals and culinary events• Farmers markets and farm stands•
Specialty food shops• Places to pick your own produce• One-of-a-kind restaurants and
landmark eateries• Recipes using local ingredients and traditions• The best wineries and
brewpubs

About the AuthorPatricia Harris and David Lyon met over ratatouille made from fresh garden
vegetables and courted over fudge-topped brownies. Decades later, they’re still cooking, still
traveling, and still writing about it for their Hungry Travelers food and travel blog
(hungrytravelers.com). They are coauthors of Globe Pequot Press’s The Meaning of Food, Food
Lovers' Guide to Boston, Food Lovers' Guide to Massachusetts,Food Lovers' Guide to Montreal,
and Food Lovers' Guide to Vermont & New Hampshire. Based in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
they have written about Vermont cheese, Belgian beer, Tahitian poisson cru, New Hampshire hot
dogs, Neapolitan pizza, Maine lobster, and Spanish elvers for such publications as the Boston
Globe, The Robb Report, and Cooking Light. They have made every effort, however, to bring
those tastes of travel back home and hope you do the same.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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(Kate LeBore of DiMare Seafood Marketplace, Restaurant & Bar)Miller’s Jonnycakes (Gray’s
Grist Mill)Blueberry Turnovers (Jim Williams of Seven Stars Bakery)Spaghetti alle Vongole (Chef
Domenic Ierfino of Trattoria Roma and the Original Roma Marketplace)Farmstead’s Macaroni
with Heirloom Tomato Sauce & Fresh Chèvre (Matt Jennings, Owner/Chef of
Farmstead)Screppelle m’busse (Chef Walter Potenza of Potenza Ristorante & Bar)Sweet
Sausage with Spinach Penne Pasta (Alan Costantino of Costantino’s Venda Ravioli)Moussaka
(St. Barbara Philoptochos Society of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary Greek Orthodox
Church)Pasta with Italian Tuna, Snap Peas, Lemon & Toasted Bread Crumbs (Cindy Salvato of
Savoring Rhode Island)Polish Latkes (Potato Pancakes) (Marta Samek of Krakow Deli Bakery
Smokehouse)Banana Cream Pie (Elsie Foy of Aunt Carrie’s)Sin’s Brownies (Jennifer Luxmoore
of Sin Desserts)Blueberry Cream Cheese Pie (Rocky Point Farm)AppendicesAppendix A:
Eateries by CuisineAppendix B: Dishes, Specialties & PurveyorsAppendix C: Rhode Island Food
EventsIntroduction: Rhode Island—A Little State Divided by a Great Big BayThere are a few
things you should know about eating in Rhode Island: A New York System wiener is usually
washed down with coffee milk. Clams go with everything. And it doesn’t matter if there’s an “h” in
the spelling of jonnycakes or not, as long as they’re made with stone-ground white cornmeal.For
such a small state (only 1,214 square miles), Rhode Island has more than its share of
gastronomic quirks. Where else will you find three kinds of clam chowder?That clams figure so
prominently in the Ocean State shouldn’t be a big surprise. The shoreline of Little Rhody
stretches for 384 miles, and quahogs (Mercenaria mercenaria) inhabit the muck of the entire
intertidal zone. The Algonkian tribes who first settled Rhode Island ate the clams and used the
shells for everything from cooking tools to hard currency. When the English moved in, they took
to clams (and corn) in a big way. Nearly 400 years later, there is hardly an establishment either
on the coast or inland that does not serve quahogs (also known as hard-shelled clams) on its
raw bar, steamed, chopped into clamcakes, in marinara sauce, on pizzas or linguine, or in a
casserole spiced with some Portuguese chouriço. The stuffed clam—usually a large “chowder”
quahog minced up with onion and bread stuffing, shoved back in the shell and baked—just
might be Little Rhody’s contribution to American handheld cuisine. It is almost never actually
called a stuffed clam; it is a “stuffie.”Rhode Island’s commercial fishing industry is centered
around the Port of Galilee, just west of Point Judith. Big and small boats alike land scallops,
lobster, squid, cod, flounder, tuna, halibut, and swordfish, and some of the state’s best
restaurants for simple fish preparations flank the port. All in all, the commercial catch each year
is worth more than $200 million at off-the-boat prices. The largest catch by volume is tender
squid for calamari, which probably explains why every bar with a fryolator serves fresh fried
Point Judith calamari, preferably with fried hot pepper rings. The most valuable catch, on the
other hand, is lobster.Not all the food in Rhode Island is caught; much of it is grown. The upland
soils in the northern half of the state are thin, glacial till, but they nonetheless yield bountiful
harvests of apples, blueberries, and other fruit, as well as a modicum of row crops. The soils in
the southern half of the state are rich and loamy glacial outwash plain, and the cold New



England climate is tempered by proximity to the ocean. Farms along the southern tier produce
copious crops of tomatoes, peppers, corn, cucumbers, melons, and squashes. Look for their
riches at farmstands, folding tables on the roadside, and on the menus of the state’s best
restaurants. The coastal growing zone has even proved hospitable to European wine grapes
(Vitis vinifera), and the state’s small wineries have begun producing wines to be taken
seriously.Farm-to-fork dining has taken hold throughout the state, but nowhere more noticeably
than in the two main cities of Newport and Providence. With its historic connections to New York
yachting, Newport attracts a clientele that expects accomplished fine dining and has the
wherewithal to pay for it. Providence is less seasonal and less a tourist destination than Newport.
It was once a great factory town, and the portable lunch cart was actually born here in the
mid-19th century. It has, in fact, been reborn in Providence as part of a very healthy food-truck
scene. The classic roadside diner grew out of the lunch cart tradition, and Providence retains
two beauties. You’ll find even more just north of the city in the Blackstone Valley and down in
South County. Along with serving egg breakfasts and burger lunches, diners help keep the
jonnycake tradition alive.As a manufacturing center, Providence was also a magnet for
immigration, especially southern Italians who flooded into the city from the late 19th century into
the 1920s. The state’s largest and most cohesive Italian-American community is still found on
Federal Hill in Providence, which is a touchstone shopping and dining neighborhood. The
Federal Hill diaspora into the rest of Rhode Island strongly influences the culinary offerings of its
restaurants and bakeries. One principally Rhode Island manifestation of Italian-American cuisine
is the pizza strip—a block of pan pizza usually eaten at room temperature as a quick snack.
Restaurants high and low almost inevitably offer either eggplant or chicken parmesan—or
both.But a funny thing is happening in Rhode Island dining, as new immigrants bring new flavors
to the table. Some of the state’s most interesting food is appearing in little ethnic restaurants in
the old mill towns of the Blackstone River Valley. Right now, Colombian, Mexican, and Peruvian
cooks in Woonsocket, Central Falls, Pawtucket, and North Providence are laying the groundwork
for the next great cuisines to enter the local mainstream.All those ethnic influences are balanced
by more traditional culinary training, and the Providence campus of Johnson & Wales University
was a pioneer in schooling chefs. JWU also helped create a culinary awareness in Providence
that put the small city in the national foodie vanguard. Although the two most famous Rhode
Island chefs (Johanne Killeen and George Germon) studied art at the Rhode Island School of
Design before opening Al Forno, many of the state’s top chefs first sharpened their knives and
their palates at JWU.Given its rich food culture and multitude of flavors, it is sometimes hard to
believe that the entire state of Rhode Island is smaller than the land area of Anchorage, Alaska,
and only twice the size of Houston, Texas. It is proof that big tastes come in small packages.How
to Use This BookRhode Island may be small, but it still has a number of distinct regions. We
have divided the state into seven chapters to make it easier for touring—and for looking things
up. The two largest metropolitan areas of Providence and Newport stand alone. We joined the
former industrial mill towns north of Providence with the farm country west of those towns as a



chapter we call “Blackstone Valley & Northwest Rhode Island.”South of Providence, the state is
cleft by Narragansett Bay. The metro Providence area as it continues down the west side of the
bay is captured in a Cranston-Warwick chapter. Filling out the west bay coverage is the South
County chapter, which also contains a section about dining on Block Island. The chapters for the
east side of Narragansett Bay begin with an East Bay chapter covering East Providence,
Barrington, Warren, and Bristol. Farther south, the Newport County chapter takes in all of
Aquidneck Island not within Newport’s borders as well as Tiverton and Little Compton on the
east side of the Sakonnet River. Each chapter is packed with wonderful places to visit as you’re
passing through, and other establishments that are destinations in themselves. Alas, space
does not permit us to include every worthy spot.Each chapter includes a map of the region,
which can help you plan trips to do your own exploring. While you’re on the road, be sure to
check chapters for adjacent areas—a terrific surprise might await just a few miles away.
Farmstands and farm stores are seasonal by nature, and we’ve done our best to identify when
they’re open. Still, it’s always a good idea to call ahead.Because we have sliced and diced the
regions into manageable portions, we have listed entries in just a few categories:Foodie
FavesThese are principally restaurants and more casual eateries (such as diners and fish
shacks) that represent some of the best dining in the region.Specialty Stores, Markets &
ProducersThis section of each chapter is devoted to places where you can get all the wonderful
ingredients to prepare a great meal or a picnic and the shops where you can purchase the
kitchen hardware to turn provender into repast. The category also includes pastry shops, bread
bakeries, and coffee roasters.Farmstands, PYOs & WineriesFarmstands can range from a card
table and a hand-lettered sign at the end of a driveway to a year-round store that offers honey,
jam, pickles, breads, and maybe even flowers in addition to fresh fruits and vegetables. We
could not possibly include every farm selling a few cucumbers from a table by the mailbox, but
we have tried to include many that are open for longer seasons. Pick-your-own produce and fruit
operations are included in this category. With its ocean-tempered climate, Rhode Island is on
the way to becoming a significant producer of vinifera wines, so the wineries are found under
this heading.Farmers’ MarketsMany Rhode Island farms have been in the same families for
generations, and farmers’ markets are essential venues for meeting the people behind your
dinner. Farmers selling at the markets often feel they must offer something special—something
you cannot get from the local grocery store. That may be an heirloom fruit or vegetable, an
unusual ethnic varietal, or the assurance that the food you buy is free of chemicals. Because the
number of farmers’ markets continues to proliferate, it’s always a good idea to double-check
times and locations by checking the website of the Rhode Island Department of Agriculture
at .Price CodeEach restaurant carries a price code to give you a rough approximation of what
you will spend. We chose to base the code on dinner entree prices. As a general rule, double the
figure to estimate the cost of a 3-course meal with a glass of wine. The codes represent the
majority of dinner entrees; most restaurants will have a few dishes that are less expensive and a
few that are more expensive. Note that many restaurants set a price for fish dishes (lobster,



especially) that depends on market price. The cost of lunch is almost always lower.$under $15$$
$15 to $25$$$$26 to $40$$$$more than $40 or prix fixeKeeping Up with Foodie NewsFarm
Fresh Rhode Island, . This nonprofit organization tries to keep track of farms and markets, and
often serves as a direct sales link between farmers and chefs. Various affiliates offer workshops
for youth as well. The website can be difficult to navigate but includes a blog with food-related
news.. This online print and video site covers both breaking news and lifestyle features for
Providence and, by extension, all of Rhode Island. Local food and dining coverage can be very
useful.Newport Life Magazine, . The “Taste” department of this giveaway is filled with news
about food, restaurants, and cooking.Providence Journal, . The state’s major newspaper has the
best coverage of Rhode Island restaurants as well as farms and fishermen. See the “Food Blog”
to isolate each week’s stories.Providence Monthly, . Short takes on the website do a good job
keeping up with comings and goings in the restaurant scene.Providence Phoenix, . Free weekly
entertainment tabloid reviews restaurants and bars, sometimes with breathless prose.. This
website bills itself as “the definitive Rhode Island road trip.” It offers a distinctly opinionated point
of view on everything from Rhode Island folklore to restaurants serving New York System
wieners. Sometimes irritating, sometimes exasperating, and sometimes amusing, it’s the primo
Rhode Island enthusiasts’ site.Rhode Island Monthly, . Rhode Island is small enough that the
city magazine format works well to cover the whole state. Restaurant reviews at Rhode Island
Monthly tend to go into a little more depth than at the state’s newspapers.South County Living
Magazine, . This giveaway lifestyle magazine published seven times a year in Wakefield often
focuses on restaurants and other subjects of interest to foodies.Rhode Island Food
SpecialtiesRhode Island has a food lexicon all its own, some of which seems inscrutable on first
encounter. For residents of big states, here are some Rhode Island delights that you probably
won’t find at home but shouldn’t miss.New York System WienersContrary to what some
establishments might claim, the “wiener” (often spelled “weiner”) is not just another name for a
hot dog. It is a Vienna sausage that has grown up—a pale, lightly smoked sausage that is
thinner than a hot dog. In the “New York System,” the sausages are placed in soft buns like a hot
dog, and topped with mustard, a “secret recipe” meat sauce, minced white onion, and celery
salt. In a classic New York System, the condiment trays sit between the grill and the service
window, allowing grill cooks to stack buns on their forearms and load each with a wiener before
passing them over the counter or through the window. New York System wiener joints
traditionally kept long hours, feeding barflies through a window on the street after the bars
closed, but many now open just for breakfast and lunch.JonnycakesThese simple griddle cakes
consist of little more than stone-ground white cornmeal and enough milk or water to make a
batter. Although they taste nothing like pancakes, jonnycakes are popular at breakfast topped
with maple syrup. They can also be served with savory dishes. They are also known as
johnnycakes or, among NPR fans, as “journey cakes.” All stories about their origins should be
taken with a grain of salt. For a recipe, see p. 253.StuffiesBaked stuffed clams (almost always
called “stuffies”) usually consist of chowder clams minced up very fine with onions and bread



stuffing, shoved back in the shell, and baked. They’re often sold cold as a snack and have
neither a pronounced clam flavor nor many chewy bits. A lot of places buy them pre-cooked, so
if you find a spot that makes them on the premises, be sure to try them.ClamcakesMost non–
Rhode Islanders are surprised the first time they order a clamcake in the Ocean State, often
assuming that the restaurant forgot the clams. Nope. They are usually very finely minced. But the
kicker is that clamcakes are not patties—they are fried balls of dough, which are also popular
without the clams as “doughballs.” Many diners like to dunk their clamcakes into Rhode Island
clam chowder.Clam ChowderRhode Island sometimes seems caught between a rock and a
hard place, that is, between New England and New York, and nowhere is this truer than in clam
chowder. New England clam chowder usually has milk or cream and butter, and is often
thickened with a roux. Manhattan clam chowder has a tomato-broth base. Rhode Island clam
chowder— sometimes called clear chowder—is more of a tan color, since it has neither milk
products nor tomato. It tends to be brinier and have a more pronounced clam flavor. Many
establishments serve all three versions. For a great recipe for Rhode Island clam chowder, see
p. 251.QuahogPronounced KO-hog, this is the Algonkian name for the hard-shelled clam that
goes by the Latin moniker of Mercenaria mercenaria. Small ones are called littlenecks, slightly
larger ones cherrystones, and big ones are known as chowder clams. The two smaller grades
often show up at raw bars, and the littlenecks are used extensively in Italian dishes such as
spaghetti alle vongole, clam pizza, clams zuppa, or littlenecks and chouriço. The often-tough
chowder clams are cut up for chowder, clamcakes, and stuffies.Coffee MilkLet the rest of the
world drink chocolate milk. Rhode Islanders prefer to lace their moo juice with coffee syrup to
make coffee milk. Ideally, the syrup should be Autocrat, produced by the old-time Providence
coffee roaster. The ratio of syrup to milk is a matter of taste, but coffee milk is usually very
sweet.CabinetTo much of America, this is a milk shake—that is, a mix of milk, syrup, and ice
cream. A “milk shake” in Rhode Island (or in the rest of New England, where a cabinet is known
as a “frappe”) is just milk and syrup. (See “coffee milk,” above.)LemonadeThanks to Angelo
DeLucia, who founded Del’s Lemonade in Cranston in 1948, Rhode Islanders think that
lemonade is a concoction of crushed ice, sugar, and lemons, known elsewhere as an “Italian
ice.”ProvidenceProvidence may be the best food city its size in the US. With a population of
178,000, it is home to the original campus of Johnson & Wales University with its highly
influential culinary arts program. Johnson & Wales–trained chefs run many of its restaurants, yet
the Providence dining style steers away from white-linen fine dining. Under the influence of the
groundbreaking Italian restaurant Al Forno (see p. 18), Providence became a leader in
developing a distinctively American approach to casual but serious dining that parallels the
French bistro and the Italian trattoria.As elsewhere in Rhode Island, Providence restaurants owe
a debt to Italian-American cooking as it developed in immigrant communities. Federal Hill was a
magnet for Italian immigration between 1870 and 1910, and remains the purest concentration of
Italian-American culture in the state, complete with great bakeries, salumerias, pizzerias, and
restaurants. Befitting Providence’s role in the broader American culinary vanguard, the



neighborhood’s old-school Italian-American restaurants are slowly giving way to more modern
and stylized dining establishments that serve contemporary Italian cuisine based on the
products of the fields and harbors of Rhode Island.In addition to Johnson & Wales, Providence
is also home to the Ivy League Brown University, cutting-edge creative arts Rhode Island School
of Design, as well as Catholic Providence College and the public Rhode Island University. The
students give the city a youthful air and an enthusiastic clientele for bakery-cafes, coffee shops,
hipster bars, and late-night eateries. Weekend brunch is a very significant meal in Providence,
especially in the West End and neighboring parts of Federal Hill. Foodie FavesAbyssinia, 333
Wickenden St., East Side, Providence, RI 02903; (401) 454-1412; ; Ethiopian; $–$$. Abyssinia, a
pioneer Ethiopian and Eritrean restaurant in Providence, wisely chose authenticity over
assimilation. You need know only two Ethiopian words: injera (the sourdough bread made from
the tiny teff grain well tolerated by celiacs) and berbere (the spice blend similar to North African
ras el hanout but with a stronger kick of hot red pepper) to select among the dishes of stewed
meat and vegetables. The menu also includes a number of vegan dishes that grew out of the
Ethiopian Orthodox Christian prohibition against flesh of all kinds on Wednesdays, Fridays, and
all of Lent. The injera serves as both bread and chief eating utensil. Teas and herbal infusions
are the main drinks, but Abyssinia is also BYOB.Adesso on the Hill, 139 Acorn St., Federal Hill,
Providence, RI 02903; (401) 521-0770; ; Italian; $–$$. This successor to the College Hill
restaurant Adesso, which won a following for its Cal-Ital cooking before closing under unclear
circumstances, brings back the Neapolitan-style pizza and the sauce-heavy pastas with al dente
fresh vegetables that made its predecessor so loved. A lot of the sauces are rich tomato-cream
versions, and many of the pasta plates are augmented with generous servings of beef tips or
shrimp. Not exactly Italian, but too fond of fresh veggies to qualify as traditional Italian-American,
Adesso gives good value on dishes straight out of 1980s Atlantic City. Order a bottle of Chianti,
speak up to be heard over the din, and enjoy.Al Forno, 577 S. Main St., East Side, Providence,
RI 02903; (401) 273-9760; ; Italian; $$–$$$. Chef-Owners Johanne Killeen and George Germon
opened Al Forno in 1980 and almost immediately vaulted Providence into national attention as a
great eating city. Their interpretations of rustic Italian cuisine from many different regions are
tempered by an insistence on adapting recipes to New England provender. Al Forno’s signature
is the smoke and heat of a wood fire, whether the oven where the pasta casseroles are baked or
the charcoal grill where meats and pizzas are finished. In fact, Al Forno pioneered the grilled
pizza in Providence and it remains one of the most popular segments of the menu. We’ve always
been fond of the Italian sausages roasted with grapes and balsamic vinegar and served with
garlicky mashed potatoes. A true gastronomic landmark, Al Forno was one of the first American
restaurants to prove that casual dining can nonetheless be world class.JOHANNE & GEORGE
BY THE BOOKCucina Simpatica (Harper Collins, 1991), the first cookbook by Johanne Killeen
and George Germon, contains recipes for some of the signature dishes at their restaurant Al
Forno (see p. 18), including clams Al Forno, roasted vegetables, grilled pizzas, and the baked
pastas that put the restaurant on the culinary map. Fans had to wait 15 years for their encore On



Top of Spaghetti . . . (William Morrow, 2006). “Pasta is the food we love best,” the couple writes in
the introduction to this volume full of recipes for baked and fresh pastas and sauces. We
especially love the simple pasta and sauce pairings that the couple whips up for themselves
after a busy night in the restaurant. Even at their most relaxed, Killeen and Germon can’t help
but innovate with such pairings as tomato, cinnamon, and mint or olives, thyme, and lemon—for
sauces that come together in the time it takes to boil water and cook pasta.Ama’s, 3 Luongo Sq.,
West End, Providence, RI 02903; (401) 421-2200; Japanese; $–$$. Named for the female
Japanese pearl divers, Ama’s serves Japanese-styled Rhode Island food. Raw seafood leans
more towards raw bar than sashimi (the oysters are invariably great), but owner Mike Sears also
has a way with pickled vegetables and perfectly cooked beautiful miniature veggies in the
Japanese manner. The bar stocks sake, plum wine, and beer. Having only 20 seats means that
Ama’s feels a bit like a hidden find—except on nights when there’s a line of would-be diners
spilling out into the square.The American, 311 Iron Horse Way, Valley, Providence, RI 02908;
(401) 865-6186; ; Traditional American; $$–$$$. Located in the corner of the 1885 red-brick
factory building of the Locomotive Works (later the American Locomotive Co.), this gallant
throwback to classical American dining is a smart, high-ceilinged room with massive windows
(and equally massive drapes) and a menu that could have been served at Delmonico’s in its pre-
Prohibition heyday. There are steaks and chops to be sure, but you can also order a succulent
roast half chicken, a classic American meat loaf, or a more modern lobster mac and cheese.
Other hints of modernity slip in, like the Steakhouse Bacon appetizer of slices of molasses-
braised pork belly fried to order. The menu may hark back to the Gilded Age, but the modest
prices mean that you don’t have to be a robber baron to dine here.Andino’s Restaurant, 171
Atwells Ave., Federal Hill, Providence, RI 02903; (401) 421-3715; ; Italian; $$–$$$. If you’re not
careful walking by, Anthony Andino may draw you into a conversation and before you know it,
you’re inside Andino’s eating the famous snail salad made with chunks, not slices, of sea snails
with olive oil, red onion, roasted red peppers, celery, and olives. If you’re in for a penny, you’re in
for a pound, so you order veal medallions with artichoke hearts, pepperoni, and sliced sweet red
peppers. Frank Sinatra croons on the sound track, and the portions look like they were designed
by an Italian grandmother who thinks you’re too thin. As Anthony Andino says, “A lot of
restaurants here are eclectic or New Italian. But if you’re looking for your mother’s food, it’s
here.”Angelo’s Civita Farnese, 141 Atwells Ave., Federal Hill, Providence, RI 02903; (401)
621-8171; ; Italian; $. No one will ever accuse Angelo’s of jumping on the New Italian
bandwagon. A Federal Hill favorite since 1924, Angelo’s proudly serves the dishes of Italian
immigrants from Sicily, Campania, Calabria, and Puglia. That means plates like long-stewed
tripe, panfried eggplant with red gravy and mozzarella, and a veal parm that’s been hand-
pounded in the kitchen until it’s wide enough to cover the plate. The Antignano family has run the
place from the beginning, and they keep the prices as much a throwback as the food. This is
bargain eating of solid red-sauce cooking.Aspire Seasonal Kitchen, Hotel Providence, 311
Westminster St., Downtown, Providence, RI 02903; ; New American; $$–$$$. Always the suave



spot for downtown dining, Aspire changed direction slightly in 2012 when new chef Gregory Krol
focused the menu on seasonal, local ingredients. In fact, the menu describes Aspire as serving
“Rhode Island cuisine.” We’re not quite sure when cornmeal-crusted fried shrimp with an ancho
pepper honey mustard sauce entered the canon of Ocean State cooking, but the dish makes a
seriously good appetizer. Krol has a rooftop garden for herbs and a few vegetables, so he can
give a completely local touch to a more traditional dish like baked cod with oven-roasted
potatoes and summer vegetable succotash. In summer, try for an outdoor table among the
twinkling lights of the patio.Bacaro, 262 Water St., East Side, Providence, RI 02903; (401)
751-3700; ; Italian/New American; $$–$$$. Bacaro parlays great views, slick design, and a wine-
bar approach to Italian dining into a unique alternative to most of the Providence Italian
restaurants. Diners are encouraged to make a meal of charcuterie from the salumeria with a
bottle of wine. This is called the “Bacaro Experience.” Some of the entrees take pleasant liberties
with Italian (and Italian-American) tradition. The highly popular “crispy chicken,” for example,
consists of crunchy cooked chicken pieces with buttered noodles and Parmigiano Reggiano—
over pasta e fagioli!Better Burger Company, 215-217 Thayer St., College Hill, Providence, RI
02906; (401) 228-7373; ; Casual American; $. Providence hasn’t escaped the burger craze by
any means, but Better Burger is definitely a cut above. Angus steak burgers are available in
three sizes, but we suggest paying a little more for the grass-fed “Farmer’s Burger” or the free-
range “Farmer’s Lamb Burger.” Even vegetarians have a choice between a vegan mixed-
vegetables patty and a falafel burger (chickpea patty with hummus). In effect, BBC is the Brown
campus neighborhood’s counter to the golden arches.Blount Clam Shack and Soup Bar, 371
Richmond St., Downtown, Providence, RI 02903; (401) 228-7746; ; Seafood; $–$$. Blount Fine
Foods claims to be the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest
producer of lobster bisque in the country. You can try both at the company’s faux fish shack
restaurant, along with such other classics as a lobster salad roll or a whole-belly clam roll. The
chefs put haddock to particularly good use in a fried haddock sandwich, a haddock Reuben
(with swiss cheese, coleslaw and tartar sauce), and a haddock BLT. Stop by the refrigerator
case on your way out for a dizzying choice of soups to heat up at home, including scallop and
bacon chowder, fire-roasted vegetable, and butternut squash and apple. For other seasonal
locations in East Providence and Warren, see p. 145 and p. 154.Bravo Brasserie, 123 Empire
St., Downtown, Providence, RI 02903; (401) 490-5112; ; French/Casual American; $$–$$$.
Hardly a brasserie (beer is mostly an afterthought), Bravo is nonetheless a particularly good buy
for a croque monsieur, scallops wrapped in bacon, or moules frites. Mussels, in fact, are a house
specialty. The appetizer bowl of steamed mussels with spicy chorizo and charred onions even
comes with a healthy serving of excellent grilled Tuscan bread.Brickway on Wickenden, 234
Wickenden St., East Side, Providence, RI 02903; (401) 751-2477; ; Casual American; $. And you
thought hipsters didn’t get up for breakfast! With a youth culture vibe that echoes the late ’60s
and a menu of “omlets,” egg plates, and pancakes at dynamite prices, Brickway is always
bustling in the morning. Lunch service, which begins at 11 a.m., emphasizes overstuffed wraps,



including the Ocean State Roll-Up of grilled chicken, bacon, lettuce, tomato, avocado, and ranch
dressing.Broadway Bistro, 205 Broadway, Federal Hill, Providence, RI 02903; (401) 331-2450; ;
New American; $$.Nominally on Federal Hill, this smart little neighborhood bistro really belongs
more to the hipster West End than the Italian enclave. With dishes like ribs and grits or roasted
asparagus with homemade bacon for appetizers and plates like Atlantic cod cakes or lamb loin
chops with minty cottage cheese among the entrees, we could eat here every night. Prices are
particularly sweet for such thoughtful, inventive cooking.
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Lustylu, “Five Stars. Brilliant value product”

Amber Luckie, “easy and useful. great guide to a "foodie" town”

Arlene Piacquadio, “Great book. Rhode Island recipes, restaurants and stories about the
greatest little state. Up to date and some little known treasures.Visit and enjoy.”

The book by David Lyon has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 5 people have provided feedback.
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